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A lookahead

MAKING A SPLASH
Students hit the water
slides as summer comes
to an end - SEE STUDENTS, A3

Check out the football preview
section for insight in 2009 -SEE B1
WEB EXCLUSIVES
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CHECKOUT
THESE STORIES AT
UCFNEWS.COM
On Monday,view photo galleries and
read about the UCFWelcome Expo,
the 12th annual dub showcase held
in the Student Union.Also on
Monday, learn about one student's
struggle with library fines after
having his UCF ID stolen. OnTuesday,
read about the Rosen College's
partnership with Slow Food.

Beta suspension
taken to next level
JUSTINE GRIFFIN

the university's decision in
the Florida state court system.
The Beta Theta Pi fraterBeta Theta Pi at UCF
nity at UCF is not the first in was suspended for two
school history to be sus- years by the UCF Student
pended from campus.
Conduct Board in February.
It is, however, one of the The fraternity was involved
first fraternities to appeal in an investigation in
News Editor

November 2008 in Oxford,
Ohio, facing charges of sexual misconduct, vandalism
and destruction of property.
The UCF chapter was in
Oxford for a national initiation ceremony at Miami
PLEASE SEE

FRATERNITY ON AS

Beta Thet-a PiZeta Psi Chapter

....___,.."wenity ~~~trai Florid-.a___
AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Members of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity host atable outside of the Student Union
during 2007 recruitment. Beta has been a part of UCF Greek life since 2000.

Conduct
board

DATING

WORST FIRST
DATE

•

raises
questions

EVER
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Police in Michigan say afirst date
went from bad to worse when a
Detroit man skipped out on the
restaurant bill,then stole his date's
car. Police say 23-year-old Terrance
McCoy had dinner with awoman,
and asked the woman ifhe could go
get his wallet from her car. He
allegedly took the keys and sped off.
McCoy is charged with car th

Students not sure if
system is always fair
JENNIFER DORVAL
Contributing Writer
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Breaking

news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone.Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2
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LEARN TO KEEP ALL
THOSE NEW CLUB
AND ORG. MEMBERS
KoRT presents a leadership
workshop about recruitment and
retention for student
organizations on Tuesday from 12
p.m. to 1p.m. in the Student
Union, Room 218 AB.

ON THE PATH TO
,. GET
UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH CHANCES
fl>

I•

Get involved in research by coming
to the Office of Undergraduate
Research's"Getting Started"
workshop.The event is in the
Student Union Room 221 AB on
Tuesday from 1 p.m to 2:30 p.m.

NEWS BRIEFS, A2
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NEWS GRASS LOTS,
TWO OVERFLOW LOTS
TO HELP PARKING
UCF added an additional 800 new
parking spaces this week in the
form of two park-and-ride lots
and a grass lot. The new lots
combined to make for a500-space
spot increase from fall 2008.

PLEASE SEE

TIPS FOR EATING
HEALTHY IN COLLEGE
Eat agood breakfast.Studies show
that skippiny breakfast detracts
from scholastic achievement.
Ifyou must eat fast foods, choose
wisely. Choose pizza with halfthe
cheese,a regular size roast beef
sandwich, baked potato, or green
salad with reduced calorie dressing.

The dining hall salad bar can be
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either an asset or a detriment to
you diet depending on how you
choose from it.
Ifyou drinkalcohol,keep in mind
that it supplies calories but no

nutritional value.
Drink lots ofwater. Your body needs
at least eight glasses a day,and if
you exercise vigorously, you may
need more.
- HEALTHED.UOREGON.EOU

iii

Laura Dixon thought she was
doing her class a favor when she
posted hints online to help them
study for the final
But instead, it landed her in an
ethics class on academic dishonesty.
Dixon, a communication sciences and disorders major, found
a way to combine all the quizzes
her online class took throughout
the semester into one and posted
them in the class discussion
board.
"The final was open notes,
open quizzes," Dixon said ''I didn't give answers to the test;
everyone had the same exact
information available to them."
Dixon is not the only one
who's faced the consequences
dished out by the UCF Student
Conduct Review Process.
''My violation was for information purposes only,'' Dixon said ''I
got a letter from the [ Office ofStudent Conduct] saying I had to
RSVP to an ethics class, and if I
didn't, then a hold would be put
on my record."
Students who are in violation
ofthe Rules of Conduct can either
have an informal hearing in which
they accept responsibility for the
violation and receive recommended sanctions, or, if the student disagrees with the violation,
or if the offense is considered
major, then a formal hearing
occurs.

SGA ON A4

Dining Dollars accepted all across campus
JESSICA CAMPBELL
Staff Writer

Mike King has quite the
appetite.
And living in an oncampus dorm that has no
kitchen doesn't leave him
with a lot of options.
King, a micro and
molecular biology major,
is a freshman who takes
advantage of the meal plan
service offered to all UCF
students.
"I really do eat a lot,"
King said.
Ultimately, King chose
to purchase a meal plan
because of limited mobility without a car and little
space for groceries in his
dorm room.

This semester, Dining
Services has revamped the
traditional meal plan
offered to students to
include a brand new system called Dining Dollars.
"When a student purchases a meal plan this
year, it will also come with
a specific amount of supplemental dollars to use at
all 30 dining locations on
campus called Dining Dollars;' said Shannon Frost, a
marketing manager with
UCF's Dining Services.
According to the UCF
Dining Services Web site,
the meal plans range in
cost from $1,799 per
semester with the Knights
PLEASE SEE

THOUGHTS ON A4
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The new Dining Dollars,which has replaced FlexBucks, can be spent at any
restaurant on the UCF campus. In past semesters the choices were limited.
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AROUND

UCF alumna
promotes
peace in Israel

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

Keep all those new members
KoRT presents a leadership workshop about
recruitment and retention
for student organizations on
Tuesday from 12 p.m to 1
p.m.
The event will be at the
Student Union, Room
218AB. All registered student organizations are welcome to come and find out
about recruiting and retaining their new members and
how to start off a year correctly.
Call 407-823-6471 for
more infonnation.

DANIELLE COLE
Contributing Writer
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Tire Student Newspaper at lKF since 1968

Jennifer Lauda had a growing
desire to witness the resolution of a
conflict firsthand.
Her dreams became reality when
she was invited to embark on an
unforgettable two-week journey this
summer to Israel and Palestine.
Lauda was able to travel through
a program called Interfaith PeaceBuilders. She, along with 21 other
delegates, landed in Tel Aviv, Israel,
on July 27 to meet with 14 Israelis
and 15 Palestinians to discuss the
ongoing conflict between the two
groups.
While a student at UCF, Lauda
joined the United Nations student
organization, TJNA-UCE During her
senior year, she interned at the
Office of the Special Assistant to the
President for Global Perspectives at
UCF for Ambassador Harriet ElamThomas, the diplomat-in-residence.
It was Elam-Thomas who inspired
Lauda to Wee risks to make a difference.
"She gave me the inspiration by
showing me that I could make a difference and do whatever I wanted to
do," Lauda said.
After graduating from UCF in
2004 with a degree in political science, she went on to American University in Washington D.C. as a graduate student studying international
peace and conflict resolution
During graduate school, Lauda
took a course on culture and conflict
where she learned to mediate
between both sides in an argument
Lauda was paired up with a Palestinian student interested in the conflict
plaguing Israel and Palestine. The
following semester, she partnered
with a Jewish-American student,
researching and gaining a perspective of the other side.
For decades, Israel and Palestine
have been in conflict with one
another.
According
to
mideastweb.org, Israel occupied the
West Bank and Gaza Strip in 1967.
Since then, Palestine has demanded
Israel's withdraw. Today, Israel
remains in control
Its military sets up blockades and
separation walls, preventing Palestinians from expansion and access to
jobs in that area, Lauda said.
Despite conflicting viewpoints,
both sides agree that the occupation
continues because the U.S. gives
roughly $3 billion each year to Israel
as military aid This money is being
used to purchase machinery that
destroys Palestinian homes, Lauda
said.
"I think it was an excellent decision for her to go on that trip because
it was an excellent opportunity for
her to learn more about the conflict
and the two sides of the issue," said
Ron Fisher, a professor of
international relations at American
University and one of Lauda's former professors.
Lauda is currently working on a
thesis under the supervision of Fisher. She is further researching the
conflict and interviewing knowledgeable people who are directly
connected with the issue, Fisher
said.
''Jennifer is an excellent student
She does very thoughtful work," he

Finding the path to research
If you want to get
involved in research, come
to the Office ofUndergraduate Research's "Getting
Started" workshop.
The event is in the Student Union Room 221AB
today from 1 p.m. until 2:30
p.m. All majors are invited to
attend. The workshop will
go over how to expand academic experiences through
undergraduate research.
Call 407-823-3125 for
more infonnation.

Be a healthy Knight at UCF
Meghan Murphy Van
Camp, a licensed dietitian,
will give great shopping
strategies for healthy, tasty
food that is economical and
easy to prepare.
Her next event is Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the Recreation and Wellness Center.

NEWS
BRIEFS
Keep with local headlines
you may have missed

New grass lots, two overflow
lots to help parking chaos
UCF added an additional 800 new parking
spaces last week in the
form of two park-and-ride
lots and a grass lot.
The grass overflow lot
is located across the street
from lots H-3 and H-4,
where the Arts Complex
II construction is taking
place, and can hold
approximately 350 cars,
said Christine Dellert
with UCF News & Information.
This lot was opened
Tuesday in order to alleviate parking difficulties on
campus and will remain
in use until it is no longer
needed, Dellert said.
There are also two
park-and-ride lots available for students to use.
One is located at the
Orlando Tech Center off
of Research Parkway.
Shuttles bring students to
lot C-3, outside the Health
Center, every 15 minutes
according to the UCF
Parking and Transportation Services Web site.
The second park-andride lot, which opened
Aug. 24, is located at lot E8, behind Bright House
Networks Stadium.
When the new lots are
combined together, they
make a 500-parking-spot
increase from fall 2008,
including the lots closed
due to construction.
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Above,Jeri Lauda stands next to an illegal Israel settlement outpost in Hebron, Israel. Top, Lauda
partidpated in a protest in Jerusalem with Women in Black, a group of Israeli-Jews opposed to the
Israeli occupation. Lauda's protest sign reads"Stop the occupation"in Hebrew.

said.
While on the trip, Lauda
befriended Nancy Paraskevopoulos,
a senior English major at the University of Cincinnati.
''Jen and I met on the trip and
became
instant
friends,"
Paraskevopoulos said.
Like Lauda, Paraskevopoulos
shares an interest in international
conflict and has been doing work in
the field throughout her college

career.
''It's hard to really understand the
conflict without actually being there.
There are as many perspectives as
there are people and each have their
own ideas," Lauda said "Going to
the places where conflicts occur and
experiencing them from the inside
gives you a better appreciation for
and understanding of the situation
You get to know the people there as
human beings rather than as abstract
thoughts:·
On the trip, the members of the
program spent each day meeting
with civil society organizations and
non-violent peace activists.
They attended up to six meetings
aday.
Lauda was also able to tour and
stay overnight at a refugee camp,
where she listened to stories of night
raids, where Israeli soldiers beat and
arrested Palestinians without probable cause.
Lauda also stayed in the home of
a Palestinian non-violent resistance
leader. She said they had guns point-

ed at them as they walked to see a
non-violent protest and were
detained by Israeli police at one
point for taking photos of an illegal
Israeli settlement
"Before going on this trip, I
believed that peace could be
achieved through another round of
negotiations. Now I understand that
the status quo is working for Israel,
and they have no real incentive to
end the illegal occupation," Lauda
said ''I now believe that Israel will
not end the occupation until it is too
expensive to sustain, both economically and politically."
Because ofthis oppression, Palestinians are asking Americans to join
the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement, to boycott products and companies that are being
used by Israel in the occupation.
While Israeli peace activists do not
want to be personally affected, they
agree that the aid by the U.S. is preventing peace and that the government should cease funding the occupation, Lauda said
"What is happening in Israel and
Palestine is simply unjust and
wrong. There are countless people,
both Israelis and Palestinians, who
desperately want the occupation to
end and want to make peace with
each other," Lauda said "It is possible to end the occupation and create a legitimate Israel and Palestine
that promotes and respects the
rights of all individuals. It is worth
fighting for."

LOCAL WEATHER
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Student discount a splash at local water park
,

MATT REINSTETLE
Contributing Writer
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UCF students splashed
into Wet 'n Wild for its
first-ever "Back to School
Day'' event on Saturday.
· Students took advantage of the reduced ticket
price of $26, compared to
the normal adult price of
$44.95. A discounted rate
of $28.95 will be good all
year for students with a
valid college ID and up to
five others guests.

Representatives from
Wet 'n Wild were on campus in front of the Student
Union during the first
week of school promoting
the event.
'We have tried to reach
out to younger teens, but
in recent years we have
seen a spike in college kids
attending the park," said
Wet 'n Wild marketing
manager, Ashley Bailey.
Bailey said that the
park has been targeting
UCF students via Face-

book and by sending out
mass text messages to students around Orange and
Seminole counties.
"I got a flier in my mailbox at my apartment complex," said aerospace engineering
sophomore
Jonathan Brooks. "It's
something me and my girlfriend could do our first
weekend back to school."
Kelly Potter, a radio and
television broadcasting
major, said she was drawn
to Wet 'n Wtld since it was

one of the last summer
events of the year.
"The event was cheap,
and we wanted to go out
and have fun," Potter said.
UCF students were
seen enjoying the variety
of attractions ranging
from Bomb Bay, the 76foot high slide that begins
with the floor falling out
from under the rider, to
the Lazy River.
One of the park's feature attractions is Disco
H20, an enclosed slide

featuring a pitch-black drop
that takes the riders through
a disco-themed room complete with disco balls and
classic hits from the 1970s.
'Wet 'n Wtld enjoys being
involved with UCF in any
event and by enhancing student involvement," said Wet
'n Wild sales manager Beth
Satter.

Wet 'n Wild opened in
1977 as the world's first
water park and sits on 30
acres with 17 attractions,
located on International
Drive.
Unlike Disney's Blizzard
Beach and Typhoon Lagoon,
Wet 'n Wild is one of few
water parks in Orlando that
is open year-round.

AUTO ACCIDENTS
ALL TYPES
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YIIR FREE ONE STIP SHIP FIR LEGAL
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"The Doctor Is Always In"

,
left, UCF students Jesica Gibson,
Jessica Neff and Brianna Hill ride
the Bubba Tub slide at Wet 'n
Wild on Saturday. .
Above, students enjoy the wave
pool at the water park. Students
were able to enjoy the park for a
discounted price with a valid
college ID.
PHOTOS BYERIN DREW/
CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalldn.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)
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SGA member looks to change conduct rules
FROM

A1

"They can either sit in
front of a member board,
which has two students and
two faculty, or they can sit on
an administrative board,
which is them and one faculty or staff member from the
university," said Julian
Edelschick, a UCF alumnus
who served on the board
during his senior semester.
The board hears a case
and either finds the student
"in violation" or "not in violation" of the Rules of Conduct If found ''in violation,"
sanctions for the student are
recommended by the panel
and reviewed by the director
of the Office of Student
Rights and Responsibilities.
The director may agree or
disagree with the panel findings and has the authority to
approve, mitigate or increase
sanctions, ultimately deciding the student's fate.
·~ the end ofthe day, you
have four members on your
panel We don't choose what
the penalty is, we don't
choose anything-we make
a
recommendation,"
Edelschick said
Stephen Mortellaro, the
Student Government Association director of governmental affairs, said the
review process doesn't give
adequate rights to students.
As creator of the Facebook
group "Students for a Fair
Student Conduct Review
Process" and a former SGA
senator, Mortellaro started
the group after hearing talk
among students about the
Student Conduct Board, the
Golden Rule and the review

process.
"I realized that the way
the Student Conduct Review
Process is run is very different from other judicial
processes at the state,
national and federal levels as
far as it·comes to procedural
due process," Mortellaro
said. "Students have very
few rights when you actually
read the Golden Rule:'
Some of the policies
Mortellaro questions are the
university's right to review
off-campus incidences, students not having the right to
legal representation or a

public hearing and the lack
of checks and balances in the
review process.
According to the Office
of Student Conduct's Web
site, the university does not
determine ifa student violated the law but tries to determine whether the student
was in violation of the rules.
"So many university policies are rooted in law - like
you can't drink underage,
well, that's a law. You can't
steal, that's 'a law. A large
number of university policies are identical, if not in
wording than in purpose as

laws," Mortellaro said '~d
while the university says that
it's not law that's being
assessed, it's university policy, in practicality, most ofthe
time it is law-just law that's
being handled at the university level"
During his final weeks as
an SGA senator, Mortellaro
introduced legislation to
place questions on the fall
senate election ballot con-

RAMI ROTLEWla / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

GARDENS OPEN AT 6:00 PM • MOVIE TIME 8:30 PM
Romantic movies plus beautiful gardens. Bring a blanket or
chairs and dinner picnic basket; Vendor selling sandwiches,
popcorn & drinks.
$7 plus tax adult, $2 plus tax child (K-12th grade), Garden Members FREE.
Children 15 years and younger must be accompanied by an adult

1920 N. Forest Avenue, Orlando
407.246.2620 • www.leugardens.org eemoFOIUANoo

submitting the evidence
doesn't corroborate it
''The goal is to see if students will vote to change the
Golden Rule, and, if so, then
I will work with other members of the university community to draft proposals to
send to the Golden Rule
Review Committee to
attempt to change the Golden Rule to reflect students'
opinions and needs," he said.

Thoughts vary on plans
FROM

The Office of Student Conduct, located in Ferrell Commons, in in charge of
enforcing and handling violations of the Golden Rule Student Handbook.

ceming
the
Student
Conduct Board and the
Golden Rule.
The questions, Mortellaro said, ask students
whether they support or do
not support changing the
Golden Rule to allow students the option to have a
public hearing and if students support the idea ofdismissing evidence during a
review process if the person

A1

Plan, which offers unlimited meals, to $799 per
semester under the Pegasus Block 75 Meal Plan.
This meal plan includes
75 meals per semester,
which approximates to
three to four meals per
week. All plans are for a
two-semester commitment and include a certain amount of Dining
Dollars.
"The Marketplace and
Knightro's offers a variety
of foods from each food
group. There are various
sources
of protein,
starches, fruits and vegetables," said Preeti
Wtlkhu, the UCF Health
Center's
registered
dietitian.
Those with special
dietary needs need not
worry about starving on
campus.
"We are able to work
with students that have
special dietary needs. If
we don't have something
out for a student with
their specific need, all
they have to do is speak
to a manager and they
will be able to accommodate them," said Lindsey
Burke, marketing manager with UCF's Dining Services. "We carry glutenfree items for students
with celiac disease; they
just need to ask the manager on duty for these
items.
"For our students with
other allergies, we label
foods that contain allergens such as peanuts and
pine nuts."
Additionally, both the
Marketplace
and
Knightro's offers Boca
Burgers upon request.
Furthermore, Wilkhu
said that any student with
special medical or health
problems can gain nutritional guidance from her
or any dietitian at the
Health Center.
The various meal plan
options offer students
access to all both residential dining halls, the Mar-

•
•
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Morva rid Moini, senior biology major, and Thomas DeSiena, junior biology
major, eat their lunch in the hallway area of the Student Union.

•

ketplace in Ferrell Com- purchase yet.
"We're very confused
mons and &rightro's
right now. We've studied
located in Knights Plaza.
"The salad is good at all of the options and not
the Marketplace; the Cae- sure what we should get,''
sar dressing kicks butt," Dannemiller said. "We
King said. "I'd pretty don't know what her patmuch eat anything, but terns are going to be yet."
Dannemiller did, howit's not bad."
Chris Davis, a fresh- ever, want a meal plan for
man majoring in hospital- her daughter.
"It's
the
choice
ity management, lives in
The Towers at Knights between the junk food at
Plaza. Unlike King, his fast food restaurants or a
dorm room includes a meal plan," she said. "The
kitchen. He chose not to good thing about a meal
purchase a meal plan plan is that there is hot
because he said it was food available."
Burke said she recomeasier for him to go out
mends students living on
and buy food
"I think the meal plans campus to have a meal
are over-priced. It's plan.
"Meal plans provide
cheaper for me to buy
food and cook at home," considerable savings, as
Davis said. "One box of well as healthy food
cereal can last you a good options and a social
atmosphere for stutwo weeks."
Marissa Middleton, a dents," Burke said.
Carissa
Vandalen
freshman mathematics
education major, said she graduated with a bachewent with the ·~y 15 lor's of arts in music earMeal
Plan,''
which lier this year. She lived off
includes 15 meals per campus all four years.
week and $100 in Dining She never purchased a
meal plan and paid cash
Dollars.
"The food definitely whenever she bought
looks good at the Market- anything on campus.
"Meal plans seemed
place," Middleton said.
Middleton is living in a like options for people
dorm with a kitchen, but living oil campus. I never
said she thought the meal understood them and the
plan would be handy to Marketplace
never
have. Although there are appealed to me as somemany meal plan options one who grew up going to
to choose from, Diane public school and eating
Dannerniller, mother of at a cafeteria. The cafetefreshman Ashley Danne- ria atmosphere just wasmiller, said they had not n't appealing to me,'' Vanchosen a meal plan to dalen said.
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"In this case, we feel as

though the pattern of
behavior of a few does not
define the entire mentality
of the fraternity," said Judson Horras, an administrative secretary with the
national Beta Theta Pi
organizatioIL "This is the
chapter's first violation of
our policy; and we feel like
there are a significant
number of students within
the chapter to correct the
problems."
Horras said the national
organization is supporting
its UCF chapter throughout the case against the
university. He said he has
personally traveled to
Orlando multiple times to
help and offer advice.
"What has been confirmed are alcohol violations and damaged property," Horras said. "Which
the fraternity has taken full
responsibility for."
According to the original Oxford Police Department report, Brittany
Katne, a Miami University
student in Oxford, told
officers that she was raped
by multiple members of
the fraternity in their hotel
room on Nov. 23, 2008.
"The girl who was
involved later retracted her
original claims," said Jordan Kramer, the attorney
representing Beta Theta Pi
in the case against UCF.
"She later admitted to only
having sex with one person, a UCF alumnus, and

•

•

•
•
•
•
.,

that she was very intoxicated at the time." Kramer
is an attorney with Howze,
Monaghan, Theriac & '
Kramer, PLC. in Brevard
County. He originally represented one of the two
fraternity members who
faced individual charges
from UCF. Although both
individual cases were dismissed, Kramer decided to
also represent the organization in its plight to fight
against the suspension.
After facing the decision of suspension from
the university in February,
Beta Theta Pi appealed the
conduct board's ruling in
May; but it was once again
denied by the university.
"For months, UCF has
worked with Beta Theta Pi
to discuss and resolve the
differences we have concerning an organizational
suspension that stemmed
from an out-of-state fraternity event," said Grant
Heston with UCF News &
Information. "Per university policy; pending litigation
from Beta prevents further
discussion at this time."
On June 2, the fraternity
again appealed the ruling,
this time to the Florida
Fifth District Court of
Appeal
In early August, members of both the fraternity
and UCF administration
met with a state-appointed
mediator to try to come to
a compromise, but they
never came to a resolution,
Kramer said.
In the fraternity's
appeal, the organization

'Members of the fraternity have
expressed a great interest in
continuing this further. This is
only the beginning. This case is
far from over.'
- JORDAN KRAMER, BETA'S ATTORNEY

Al

engineering management
from UCF in 1992.
"It means a lot to me to
be the first UCF graduate
to fly on a shuttle mission," Stott said in an
interview with UCF
News & Information. "I
think fondly of UCF
because we were so intimately tied with this program that allowed us to
stay right here at KSC and
work with professors,"
During the mission,
Stott and six other astronauts will assist in delivering
approximately
18,000 pounds of equipment for the space station, including the Combined Operational Load
Bearing External Resistance Treadmill, COLBERT, named after comedian Stephen Colbert,
UCF News & Informa-

Members of the Beta
Theta Pi fraternity at UCF
did not return phone calls or
e-mails at time of publication. Horras said he is not
worried about the future of
the fraternity.
"We are currently reorganizing the chapter," Horras
said. ''A significant number
of members from the past
year will no longer be with us
this fall"

called for a motion to stay, review process is a fair syswhich would grant them tem that includes input
rights as a registered from students and faculty
organization on campus and staff members."
until the final decision was
Youndy C. Cook, with
the associate general counmade by the court.
"In our motion to stay; sel at UCF and the attorwe asked that the court ney representing the unirefused
to
issue a decision relatively versity,
quickly since time is of the comment on the case.
If the university were to
essence," Kramer said. "By
not being allowed to par- lose the case, the next step
ticipate in Greek life events would be for UCF to appeal
in the beginning of the the decision to the Florida
semester, the fraternity's State Supreme Court
ability to operate in the
"This sort of legal
future would be greatly action is not a cheap
affected with each passing process," Kramer said. "I
day."
would be shocked if the
On Wednesday, Aug. 26, university took it to that
the Florida Fifth District level"
Kramer said Beta Theta
Court ofAppeal denied the
fraternity's motion to stay; Pi will remain inactive and
ultimately leaving Beta wait for the court's deciTheta Pi on suspension sion on whether or not the
until further notice.
suspension should be lift"We are pleased that ed completely.
the court declined to interIf the motion had been
vene in the disciplinary approved, Beta Theta Pi
procedures ofthe universi- would have been able to
ty," said Christine Dellert operate as any other Greek
with UCF News & Infor- life organization until the
mation. ''While this matter court's final decision of the
was
has many stages left before suspension
the court makes a final announced. This includes
decision, we continue to participation in rush and
believe that UCF's conduct other activities.

UCF knight to live in space station
FROM

•
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Fraternity fights UCF suspension in court
FROM

'i
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'It's a dream come true for her
and Idon't think it can get much
better than this.'
- DR. WILLIAM SWART
FORMER DEPARTMENT CHAIRMAN OFTHE ACADEMIC PROGRAM
THAT UCF AND NASA COLLABORATED ON

tion said.
three-month trip, they
Stott will also help agreed, and editors asked
remove an ammonia tank if she would be a guest
from the International blogger during her time
Space Station during a in outer space.
space walk.
"She was a natural for
In addition to those this job, but I don't
tasks, Stott said she plans believe she knew it at the
to blog for MORE, a mag- time," said Dr. William
azine aimed at women 40 Swart, the former departyears and older, during ment chairman of the
her endeavor on the final academic program that
frontier. When Stott UCF and NASA collaboasked MORE to supply a ·rated on. "It's a dream
digital version of her come true for her and I
favorite magazine for her don't think it can get

much better than this.''
Robert Stafford, a former mentor and professor of Stott, described her
as a "daring individual"
and a person that "has a
rapport with anyone she
encounters.''
"I'm not surprised
[about her accomplishments]," Safford said.
"She's very intelligent,
she keeps her cool in difficult situations and this
job fits well with her
background in aeronautics.''
The shuttle arrived on
time at the International
Space Center on Sunday,
according to the Nasa
Web site.
According to NASA,
this was the last scheduled night shuttle launch
of the program.'The Discovery shuttle program
will come to an end indefinitely in 2010.

Whether or not the court
decides to rule in favor of the
fraternity, Kramer said that
the case is far from over.

Kramer said that individual members ofthe fraternity

have outsourced to other
attorneys, including those
who represented the Duke
lacrosse team members in
2006 when they faced
charges of rape, for legal
action personally against the
university.
"Individual members of
the fraternity and their parents have expressed a great
interest in continuing this
further," he said. "This is only
the beginning. This case is
far from over."

... .
• INTERNET EXTRA VIDEO: RYAN BASS AND WILL PERRY PREVIEW THE SAMFORD GAME ON THURSDAY, WWW.UCFNEWS.CO!Vl.
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UCFtakes
tourney,
drops only
one set

•

•

ANDREW KENNEDY
Staff Writer

The UCF Volleyball team
went a perfect ~0 this weekend en route to winning the
Radisson-UCF Invitational
tournament held at The
Venue.
The Knights defeated Jacksonville 3-1 and North Florida
3-0 on Friday and then took
down Florida Atlantic and
DePaul in straight sets Saturday.
"I was really proud of our
level of execution all the way
from the first day to the last
day," head coach Todd Dagenais said. "Not only were we
able to win, we were able to
grow up, we were able to get
better, we were able to overcome and we're stepping in the
right direction."
The ~0 start to the season
is the best for the program
since 1995.
"We're
very
excited
because it just shows where
the program is going," senior
outside hitter Erin Campbell
said "You're seeing little steps
in the right direction and that's
exciting, especially for a veter-
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an."
Campbell was named MVP
of the tournament, leading the
team with 49 kills in the four
matches.
"Erin [Campbell's] a great
mentor," Dagenais said. "She
was business from the time she
got here. I thought maybe she
was sick or something was
wrong, but she just had her
game face on."
Senior setter Andee Youngblood and freshman middle
blocker Nichole Riedel made
for a nice connection all weekend and joined Campbell on
the all-tournament team.
Youngblood had 151 assists
and never left the floor during
any match Riedel was at her
best in the final win over
DePaul, posting 7 kills and a
.455 hitting percentage.
In front of a crowd of 918,
DePaul gave UCF their toughest test of the tournament,
especially during the first
set that UCF took 25-23.
DePaul had a 371 hitting
percentage in the set but
adjustments by the
Knights
shutdown
!"$: ~ Depaul for the remain-

RAMI ROTLEWIQ / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Senior outside hitter Erin Campbell
was named tournament MVP after
turning in a team high 49 kills.
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No.1 UNC runs past Knights
CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

The UCF Women's Soccer team dropped its first
decision of the 2009 season,
losing 4-0 to No. 1 North
UCF vs. UNC
Carolina at Fetzer Field in
Chapel Hill, N.C.
The Knights, now 1-1-0 pass from Tobin Heath to
could not muster up any put one past UCF sophoform of offense and were more goalkeeper Aline Reis,
outshot 18-5.
giving the Tar Heels a 1-0
Inclement
weather lead and the eventual windelayed the start of the ning goal.
match for an hour before the
Bianca Joswiak, freshman
first whistle. The steady midfielder/forward. had one
downpour beforehand had of the Knights' few scoring
an effect on the beginning of opportunities in the match,
the game with both teams with a shot on goal in the
combining for only two '25th minute. The game was
attempted shots in the first Joswiak's first collegiate
twenty minutes.
start
In the 22nd minute CarUCF fell behind 2-0 in the
olina sophomore Courtney 33rd minute, when Heath
Jones took an over the top bent a 30-yard cross into the

4-0

R

upper right corner. She
would turn out to have a
spectacular night, scoring
two goals in addition to setting up the first goal.
Right before the end of
the first half; senior forward
Courtney Whidden had a
golden chance to cut the
lead in half with four minutes left. Coming off a free
kick, the ball was sent into
the box where Whidden had
a clear shot but the ball was
cleared away by the Carolina
defense.
Five minutes into the second half, Heath added her
second of the game and
third of the year. Nikki
Washington directed a ball
towards the UCF far post,
where from her knees she
headed the ball past Reis to
PLEASE SEE

A
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Senior Courtney Whidden recorded the Knights only two shots on goal in Friday's
game against the University of North Carolina en route to a 4-0 loss.
,j
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Knights dominate opener
FROM

...

COREY MAYNARD/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sophomore goalie Aline Reis recorded seven saves but allowed (our goals against
the Tar Heels in Chapel Hill. Reis allowed just 28 goals all of last season.
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Reis struggles
to stop Tar Heels
FROM

A6

put Carolina up 3-0.
Reis had the overwhelming task of facing
continuous pressure from
the Tar Heels offense. A
stretch from the 50th
minute to the 76th minute
saw her make four critical
saves. She made seven
saves in the game, all of
them in the second half.
The final score of the
match came in the 74th
minute when Brittani Bartok put a shot into the left
comer of the goal.
For UCF, junior defender Kim Newsome, and
freshman forward Tiia
Tikkanen provided the
only other shots.
The Knights were outshot in the second half12-3
and dropped to 0-16-3 alltime in the series against
UNC. UNC and UCF met
in the 1982 NCAA title
game, the first women's

UCFVS.DUKE
DUKE-IN IT OUT
It was an 87th minute goal by
midfielder/forward Stacie
Hubbard, that just may define
the 2009 season. The UCF
Women's Soccer team 1:1pset No.
10 Duke in a 3-2 thriller.
The Knights fell behind l-0 in
the first half but were not
fazed. UCF pushed forward in
the second half to take the 3-2
lead and hold on for the win.
GOTO UCFNEWS.COM FORA
FULL RECAP
college soccer championship game.
The Tar Heels 2-0-0 '
have outscored their first
two opponents by a score
of 11-2. They defeated No. 3
UCLA 7-2 to open up the
season.

A6

der of the match, as that
percentage took a significant drop to .042.
''We changed our
defensive and blocking
scheme just a little bit and
it gave [DePaul] a different look," Dagenais said.
"Sara [Rex] went in and
did exactly what we needed her to do right from the
beginning and she completely dominated her
side of the net"
Sophomore
middle
blocker Sara Rex, who ·is
normally used to provide
defense in the middle for
the Knights, but she also
contributed on the offensive end against DePaul
with 6 kills in 8 tries to go
along with her 4 blocks.
"Our blocking got a little bit more disciplined
after the first set," Rex
said. ''We started blocking
higher and lower, which is
something we worked on
a lot in practice."
The crowd support,
which Dagenais said
would be the best in the
conference if it kept up,
also played a large role in
the Knights' success this
weekend.
"It helps a lot and it definitely helps in the beginning because a lot of
teams aren't used to
crowds, so it really intimidates them," Rex said. "For
a lot of teams it helps to
get a jump start on them
and it puts them in a hole
and gets them down
quick.''
The one match in
which the Knights didn't
get their opponent down
quickly was the first one,
where they dropped the
first set to Jacksonville.
Before the opening
match
Dagenais
expressed concern that
Jacksonville could upset
the Knights if the team
committed a lot of errors.

That was exactly the
case as the Knights committed 11 errors in the first
set, more than any other
match this weekend.
"The errors are just the
inexperience," Dagenais
said. "Once we got everyone doing their own thing,
playing their own position, we really settled in
nicely."
The Knights would
rebound winning the next
three sets of the match 2521, 25-16 and 25-17 to defeat
Jacksonville.
Sophomore outside
hitter Kristin Fisher provided offense when the
team most . desperately
needed it, leading the
squad with 16 kills and 4
service aces in the match.
The Knights really
started to hit their stride
after that and would not
lose a set the rest of the
weekend.
The Knights dominated North Florida behind a
team hitting percentage of
·.354 compared to just .094
for the Ospreys.
Camppell was the story
of that match, leading the
team with 17 kills.
Rex and freshman right
side hitter Evija Vtlde kept
with the theme of hitting
efficiently.
Rex had 7 kills and a
.700 hitting percentage
whileVtldealsohad7kills
and a .429 hitting percentage.
The Knights did not
lose any momentum for
the first match on Saturday.
Florida Atlantic provided little to no resistance as the Knights shut
them out 25-14 in the first
two sets and then 25-9 in
the third.
The Knights improved
upon their hitting percentage in that match, posting
a.434mark.
Campbell led the team
with 14 kills, while four

1
RAMI ROTLEWIU / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Senior setter Andee Youngblood compiled 151 assists as the Knights won all
four matches while hosting the Radisson-UCF Invitational tournament.

TOURNAMENT BREAKDOWN
3-0 VS. DEPAUL
sets:25-23,25-20,25-17
highlight Andee Youngblood
contributed 31 assists

3-0 VS. FLORIDA ATLANTIC
sets:25-14,25-14,25-9
highlight: F1Ve Knights recorded
at least 8 kills against the Owls.

3-0 VS. N. FLORIDA
sets: 25-13,25-20,25-17
highlight Erin Campbell led the
Knights with 17 kills.

3-1 VS. JACKSONVILlE
sets:22-25,25-21,25-16,25-17
highlight: Meredith Murphy
turned in 25 digs vs. the Dolphins.

other players added at
least 8, including junior
middle blocker Lauren
Williams who connected
on all 9 of her attempts.
The Knights will open
up their road schedule on
Tuesday when they travel
to play Bethune-Cookman
at7p.m.

The next home match
for the Knights will be on '
Sept 15 for Volley Bowl II
when the Knights take on
USF.
The first 1,000 students
to that match will receive
a free ticket to the UCFMiami football game on
Oct·l 0.
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ROSSINGS

TOWNHOME STYLE UNITS - BILLIARD ROOM - TANNING BED - RECYCLING PROGRAM
DESIGNER INTERIORS - 24 HR FITNESS CENTER - HARDWOOD FLOORS - Wii GAMEROOM
TWO POOLS - PLANNED SOCIAL EVENTS - CYBER CAFE
12024 ROYAL WULFF LANE, ORLANDO, FL 32817
WWW.CAMPUSAPTS.COM/ALAFAYA
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

Online, phone, fax,
_inperson:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

100
125
1S0
175
200
225
250
27S
300

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Time C
Help Wanted:.Full-Time C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent: Homes
B
ForRent:Apartments
B
Roommates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

~

325
3S0
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

B
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B
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tr@~.com
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$2:l per t-ou: EE or EET·
seril'.ga:j s1u:le!t p-elerre:I. Cal
Denis at 321-984-'5677 (day) or
321-951-9725 (EMri"g,weekerds)
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ttj1 payrgAviai:n Mailm:n:e
CalH. F A A ~ JE9a'TI.
Fncmal ad w(fJaife:1- -kb
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lnstitule of ManlerH>re (888)349-5387

125
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TOWNiOUSE FOR RENT
approx. 1 mile from UCF C8l1lJUS
2bd2ba Yot1oft, washelidryer,
patio. Available Now
1-kmy, won't last!!! $660\no.
Call~
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Special with mention of 1his ad.
Cal 407<32.4-7773
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Cal954-663-6298
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2tr,2bah, !bfll, ~ . 2 WI cbsets,
washer.ti,«, gabage pd{-1.4),
alcrm, !n:f wcier al i"d..l'loo.
$1,200 rro. Cal:407-6940061

AVcbl La<es 3.2511::Mrrone has
(1) room b' rent AVEa f"CN,/, Gated
rorrm.rity~ & W/0.
$500 rro. n:. P r e f e r ~
UCF sli..derts. Cal (fi61)700-7231 .

UCF.tNE ORLANOO
Coorial Poi1le Luxuy Aµs
1 & 2,Bedooms Ree W/0, ~ .
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2300 Eron Cr. 407-679ro51
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im. $85(Mro. Cal 407-4734377
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117 & 119 West 5lh St c::tuJcta

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700

www.workforstudents.com
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qjetlsafe negtxmxxl 10 rrin
from UCF- 954 007 1223

~

@ix.nemm.rom
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. . S-N°Rte 0lillt.
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Now hiring childcare profe$ionals who love children.
Flexible, part-time scheduling, perfect for students!
Earn more on weekends!
Please call 407-828-0920 ext. 0
to schedule an interview.
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Fill in the grid -so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the d igits 1
through 9 with no
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Easy level
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..!'i"'=-

nea-sruttle. W~&d)e'.
!\ire ya!d. New carpet $73Cllro.

To~g:>10:
\Wffl.~.cxmtp

,,

Rate(

$J3

i---+-

·:·~;, . .

,L

3tmooms2balhooms, 2Ca'
Gaa,;ie b' rert in lhversity Dr

CAll.Al.ialiorl Institute of
Mai1tEnaul (888)349-5387.

l..roga'S2@~

$400 olron1h rooml 412 hluse w/
All. UTIUTIES INCLUDED! W&D,
2Frd;}es, Y.w, Gaage, Wt-Fi.
408 & Goklenrod. 954-684-2682 &
Thenier0027@ya,oo.rom

RateB

$9
$6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

3 4

8

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

---+- ··'"

MATENDERS WANTED.
il3Xl a day polenlia No Experierce

1

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets
Services
Announcements
Traver
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

!6

100

.

RATES
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Thursday puzzle:
-··· Hard /eve/

1

•

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

BLOWOUT SALE
In galEd cxrrmrily with~ a-xi
ca:ma Shcrt cistrre to UCF.
OJeen's mas1Er re:toom.
$395,lm. Huge bah'oom, gaden
lliJ, separale 51'1'.Me; wal<-ti

MaUress set QUEEN
ORTHOPEDIC. New, Sli i1
pasoc, WMcV7ly. Can deliver. $175
Cal 407-484-1182
FtJ size Ol1ro mattress set Sel
b' $150. 0'aro reN. Stl in
~
-Cal 407-484-1182.

closet, cni)e si1l<s.
Pliress room. 'Nal<-ti closet,
pivale ba!hoon. $375tno.

Ga-age. Females ortf. No pets.
Cal 407-340-9887

1becV1balh tr rent i1 a 2booe
1/imih ilvvmluse 1.61 mJes
<111ayfrom UCF. F criy, cats

29 Oldsalt

Room for rent in 6
bErloom lure. Betm UCF.
~
. lrd lnlerretQije,
ublties', W/0, cishwa91er,
cxrrmrily ~ -Coom:n aea
· mad se!VO!. Avaltle f"CN,/, Cal
407-87!xi697 or 321-438-1354

Female roommalew.ri!d for
11:Nnlhouse by Waterfolt1.
550tno+ electr. Room Is
flmlshed. Great Deall Call VICkl
for delails. 954.829.1422

Ploce ~ a:l in mnutes!
www.~.cxxn.tiassiliec

ROJM FOR RENT-32 hluse. 25

''

30 Investigation

uliilies. Cal (863)241.fill6

Room b' rert i1312 ilvvmluse,
1.5 mles from UCF. Femae
coy. !=~ i"d..l'loo b'
$475. Cal407-701-8331.

ACROSS
1 Joplin piano
piece
4 Wttch trials town
9 Like a
disreputable
hotel
14 www address
15 Pie
16 Knight's
protection
17 Magician's
deception
20 Kept ir,reserve
21 Df!NY
22 Eve's first home
23 Really smart
people
26Cubes in a

freezer

waoo-re, $365hnonth plJs ~of

Room avail for clean, (Jliet Md
resp. t-tS, senior orgnwate
student In immaculale 3,2 home
near UCF. Saeei l8CH'I patio wilh
21) per.1011 lngowid jacuzzi, prof.
pool 1ablewith lg,18, huge walk11
kitchen, W/0, digital cable, ~
speed wireless in1emet, seemly
sysanandlawnca-e. $550h,o.
All. utll incl Move-In ASAP.
Call 407-~ for more Info.

•

CROSSWORD

·

EI\GUSH BW.DOGS (MALE
AND FEMAI.E)FOR AlJCJf'TO-l
$850. AJ<.C REG,THEY ARE
RAISED IN ABEAUTIRJL
ENVIRONMENT, THEY HAVE
RJLL BLCODLINE, THEYARE
CURRENT ON THEIR SHOTS
AND VACCINATIONS AND
THEIR HEALTH CONDITION IS
PERFECT. EMAIL ME IF

INTERESTED.
s.;o-eoo1 @g::xigeiral.mm

Selling Something? Wrth our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gonel To
pl.re an ad call 407447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/classifieds

31 Read, as a bar
code
32 Southern
bre akfast side
33 Concurrence
35 M agician's
deception
38 Very brief briefs
39 Take in or let out
40 Improve, as skills
41 Apple beverage
42 _ room: play
area
45 Lamb's mom
46 Like the person
in a diet ad
"after" picture
48 Equipment
49 "Gm!" is one
51 It's enough for
Luigi
52 Magician's
oeception
57 Finish second, in
a race
58 Inventor Howe
59 Payable
60Natives of
Ankara
61 Like oboe music
62 Little green men,
briefly

DOWN
1 Many an Idaho
potato
2 Spanish fleet
3 Danny of "lethal
Weapon" films
4 Floored It
5 "1 have the
answerl"

By Norma Steinberg

6 Chaney of film
7 Takeoff approx.
8 Christina
Crawford's "
Dearest''
9 Wrapped
~armenls seen
,n Ag ra culture
10Says "2 x 2 = 5;
say
11 :-),e.g.
12Palme_:
Cannes film
pnze
13 12-mo. periods
18 Barbie's
boyfriend
19 Cyclotron bit
23 Naval jails
24 _ IRA
25 Choose not to
vote
27 "PJck a ~ any
28 See 38-Down
30 Holier-than-thou
31 ~:ery reminder
32 Wilderor
Hackman
33 Subsequent to
34 "Moonstruck"
Oscar winner
35 Magic act, for
one
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Last issue solved
36 Texas symbol
37Ye_ Tea
Shoppe

38 With 28-Down,

novel conclusion
4 1 Square dance
leader
42 Live (at)
43 Take the family to
a restaurant
44 Building site

47TheGay
Nineties, e.g.
48 "FIii 'er up" filler
50 Just io the
of
time
·51 Occupied
52 Select, With "for"
53 Lil<e "mice" and

"men": Abbr.
54 Land in the
Seine
SS Fib
56 Youngguy

giants
46 Shoestrings

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

rri from UCF. $550ITO utilies n:.
$50 !W lee. Deposit $200. cal h
rmre info. 321-2!17-6886

Room13a:h. YWQIM'l pooe, I
v.o1< out of 1D'M1. R.rrs-oo; neoo
bed. $500 / rrooh. I pay 1"2 elec.
~ l...!m'g. 407-928-2115
Roommaledneeded 1D share
small 211 house mimg
dstance 1D UCF.Mllle or
female.r.blt love muslc.$550 a
month utilities Incl.Call Eric

•
ATTEND COUEGE ONLINE
from t-bne. "Meci:al, "Busi1ess,
*Paaegal, · ~. *CriTm
~
-- k b ~
assstrioo. CorrpiEr avai~.
FnarrialM Wquaified.

Cal (866)858-2121,
www.CentuaOr.-e.mm.

407-702-3739.
M Gra:l S1u::fert to sr«e 325 TH
nea-UCF. $425t 1~ uil. Wlfi, sat.
tv, ~. W/0. 407-3750093

f'.ooms b' rert i1 2/2, 312 & 414
bErloom tunes.$475 & ~ - Yad
a--d Uti. lrd. 2mles10 UCF.
h:ivi:W leases. rvtx11h 10 rron1h
avai. www.FolflentNearLCF.mm

2 roonmates needoo
i13.25. New galEd tJwrhlme.
Wel<.tJ UCF. Pod. $500 + sr«e
uili. t\,\Jslbe elem & si;Jl 12 rro.
lease with 1 rro. dep. Cal
407-467-4873 or 4 0 7 ~

Plivak1111 i141.3.5 tl7Mnluse;
oon:l reN ~ with wA:l; 2
JmS, !bfll, ~ secuity,

Arra-JD GOU.EGE ONLINEfrom
t-bne. 'Maxal, 'SJsiness,
*Paaegal, ~ "Qm-,a)
Justi:e. m~assislmce.
CorrpiErJ)'Clllijed. FnarrialM if
q.iaifa::l. Cal (866)858-2121

www.ori1eTdewaterTecti.mm

• WHOLESALE PRICES
on Quality Winter Pool Supplies,
Pool Kits & Accessories

.

• DEEP DISCOUNTS
on lnground Safety Covers
• SAVE MONEY on all
Aboveground & ln'ground
Mesh and Winter Covers

II
~ayl

.

800·250-5502

.

.

.,

free &U!le b UCF; ferrae
p-elerre:l;w11!n305$-3625

Homeless? Stay Here! UCPs best way
to find a place to stay! Also vifffl all ads

online at www.lJCFnews.com/classified

•

Advertise in over 100 papers

•

· One Call - One Order - One Payment

.,

www.national-classifieds.com
•>

info@national-classifieds.com

•
•
•

1-86'6 -742-1373

,4\

Put~towork
for you!

•

A.NF
Classified! OiSplay IM~te· Da·~

conlact ad<tess : eosers@!Jllllil·
com!I

,., ..

Crulser,Tu.in inboardbutbcatl,30.1 feet,

5.01.. 220 tp --
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Beta brings to 11
light faulty policy
T

he Beta Theta Pi controversy has the fraternity appealing punishment handed down from
UCF's Student Conduct
Board to the Florida state
judicial system.
With Jordan Kramer, the
lawyer representing the Beta
Theta Pi fraternity saying
ominous things like, ''This is
only the beginning. This
case is far from over," now is
the time to ask whether it's
worth it for the school to
stick to its guns on the matter and defend the process
that prolonged a public grapple over an already embarrassing incident
Regardless of whether or
not the administration thinks
it is time, UCF is looking at a
very litigious, very expensive
process that will provide
some in-depth examination
of the student conduct practices.
Could there be a clearer
indication that it's time for
UCF to reevaluate its student
conduct policies?

While it's surely what
UCF was trying to avoid in
the first place, the controversy over what took place in
Oxford has an unsettling parallel with the 2006 Duke
University lacrosse team
scandal. Now that even
some of the same lawyers are
involved, we can anticipate
the situation to go down that
same unpleasant path in
which students, organizations and a school get their
names pulled through mud.
UCF, as an institution,
absolutely has the right to
enforce its own rules. There
isn't anything in the Bill of
Rights about academic institutions giving due process to
Greek organizations.
Perhaps much of the fallout is because it seems UCF
has handed down a decisive
punishment for an ultimately
murky offense.
If the university decides
that the fraternity has acted
inappropriately and members conducted themselves
inappropriately while repre-

senting the school, then UCF
gets to hand down punishment However, does the
Beta Theta Pi situation indicate that UCF's current system is a fair, working process
for dealing with student conduct?
While the UCF code of
conduct doesn't always overlap with state and federal
law, should UCF change policy so that no one can be
found "in violation" for an
incident where a police
investigation failed to obtain
a conviction? While the university isn't obligated to
assess student conduct based
on police findings, the fallout
over Beta's story has raised
the question: If it's good
enough for real-world law
enforcement, why not UCF?
While the kind of charges
Beta originally faced should
be taken seriously, when the
police drop the charges and
UCF continues with punishment, it's hard not to see
Beta as being found guilty of
being accused.

Social networks:
what's the price?
U

SA Today published
the findings of a
recent national survey
that asked the question, ''.Are
social networks making students more narcissistic?" The
poll by Ypulse found that 57
percent of the 1;068 college
students asked, believed that
social networking sites were
making students more narcissistic and attention seeking.
Narcissism is defined as
an excessive fascination with
oneself; extreme self-love;
vanity. Social networking
sites are not making students
more narcissistic or leading
to excessive self-love. They
are making students blind to
the fact that not one of their
500 Facebook friends really
cares that they are stuck in
traffic on the way to work.
Social networking sites are
tricking people into believing
the mundane tasks they complete each day are interesting
to others.
Social networks are also
doing something else these
days: connecting people in a
social way. Since jobs, books,
music, news and movies are
online, it was only time
before our social lives made
their way from living rooms

to computer screens. The fact
that people communicate
their success and failures
online is not surprising. If we
were to call a friend and
update them on our lives, we
would share recent news on
promotions, break ups and
vacation plans. Why should it
be any different online?
Nicole Ellison, an assistant
professor at Michigan State
University told USA Today,
''When good things happen
to me, I put that on Facebook,
and when bad things happen,
I also put it on Facebook. It's
a structure to receive emotional support." All things in
life require some sort of
moderation to avoid addiction.
While self-love does not
seem to be in excess on social
networking sites, there is an
overabundance of personal
information being shared We
all have the Facebook or
Twitter friend that updates
their status so much that you
know where and what that
person is doing at all times.
This is similar to verbal word
vomit Word vomit can be
described as a friend who
starts telling a story that, an
hour later, turns into a list of

every activity completed in
the past 24 hours. Constant
verbal or technological
updates from friends and
family are not necessary. A
simple guideline, before posting in the addictive status
update bar is to ask, "If someone else posted this, would I
find it interesting?" If the
answer is no, entertaining the
idea of abandoning the
update until something more
interesting comes to mind is
a good idea.
Social networking itself is
a good idea. As students, we
typically have classmates,
friends, teachers, mentors
and bosses all listed under
friends on these sites, which
allows communicating with a
lot ofpeople easy, affordable
and organized. It is imperative to remember who your
audience is, though. We do
not want to give people the
wrong impression. We don't
want our teachers thinking
we are so in love with ourselves we couldn't concentrate during a lecture class
and we definitely don't want
our boss thinking we have so
much free time that we can
update our Facebook 50
times a day.
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In times of recession,

book prices sting
The current recession

to give.
In the age of the Internet, where entire encycloreduced hours at work,
pedias are available
raised tuition and persononline, why must we stual costs like textbooks and
dents pay upwards of
supplies that coincide
$400 a semester on
with attending a universirequired reading? Why
ty.
are these books not availThe real contradiction
able as online texts for a
I find in UCF's most
decreased cost?
severely
SHANNON SMITH
recent set of program
Why are the authors of
Columnist
cuts and raised fees
these assigned readings
involves textbook
most often the professors
requirements. It is my highest expec- teaching the course? Why isn't the
tation that UCF officials and Presiuniversity encouraging publishers to
dent Hitt want students to be fmanoffer reduced-cost online books?
cially comfortable, despite raised
The same university that professcosts, and UCF officials mean no
es its concern for student fmancial
undue imposition on students.
stability, that regrets to raise tuition
However, I feel it is irresponsible
costs by 15 percent, that understands
of the university to raise its tuition
the local and national economies are
rates while not doing something
suffering tremendous strain, is doing
about textbook costs.
little to nothing to lower the unnecWhile no one is forcing students
essary cost of what could be considto buy the books, or to buy them
ered an academic relic? Yes, these
from UCF, students need these
books cost money to be produced,
books to pass the class, and there are printed and bound, but this again
only a few reliable mediums through raises my point they would cost less
which to purchase the correct text
to be published online.
The few avenues of available
It would be reasonable to expect
recourse come with limitations. Yes,
an online option available for every
we can buy these books on Amatextbook IfUCF wants to be truly
zon.com and pray they arrive in time sympathetic to its students, despite
and, most importantly, with all pages the rise in tuition and the program
cuts, it should encourage publishers
intact and legible. And at the UCF
Bookstore we are allowed to try and
to transfer books online, effectively
sell these books back at the end of
cutting costs for students by streamthe year. However, I think it goes
lining the process of buying required
without saying almost every student
text with already available technoloat UCF will not leave with their
gy.
diploma without having heard the
Granted, for some classes and cerwords "sorry, we are not currently
tain students, buying the textbook
instead of a less-expensive (or free)
accepting this book for repurchase."
We are also able to rent books at
online version is the best option.
sites like Chegg.com, though I've yet
And for those students, they have
to find my most expensive books
many options and are prepared to
available for rent on that site.
pay a higher cost for a hard-copy
It is time for publishers and textbook. But what about those of us
book retailers to realize that textwho don't want a library-size collecbooks are not recession-proof. Some
tion of textbooks after four years of
would argue that books are indeed
college; those of us who do not want
recession-proof because they are
to spend around two grand on four
important to students as a part of
years worth ofbooks?
their educational pursuits. However,
While we may have other options,
such as Chegg.com or buyback proI will continue to argue that this is
the Internet era, and while books
grams, the university should be the
biggest advocate for lowering secabsolutely do hold value, they hold
the same value when available as a
ondary costs for students. This is
especially pertinent against the backfile instead of a paperback.
I do not need to shell out $95 for a drop of a major economic recession
forty-page book on a topic that is
and raised tuition costs.
vastly covered online by credible and
It is only a matter ofbasic ecofree sources. In any other business,
nomic evolution, as the mediums
one could not raise costs in the midthrough which you run your busidle of a severe recession and not see
ness change, so should the costs and
their business fail; something has got product change accordingly.

has affected students in
numerous ways: job loss,

ON UCFNEWS.COM ·. WHAT YOU ARESAYING
ior. But the fact that such procedures can be legally
established does not mean that such procedures are
fair. The reason that many students wish that the StuI agree that this is bull. But what can UCF do? You
College students do have constitutional rights ... but dent Conduct Review Process would more closely
a university is entitled to establish a procedure for deal- resemble the Constitution is because many students do can't make the policy in at the start of the semester and
ing with misbehavior and other issues and the courts
not feel that the procedures are fair and that the proce- not let people plan for it If you make a policy you have
have consistently held that universities may do so. The dures in the Constitution ARE. Just because the univer- to give them at least a semester to let it take action.
criminal standard that you cited is just that-the civil
-YOUR NAME
sity CAN do something does not make it right
standard is preponderance of the evidence, and that is
-STEPHEN
much different than beyond a reasonable doubt
Beta had plenty of chances to avoid this situation the tipping point came before the assault All the memTry Clearwater beach next time for a younger,
bers had to do was to act in accordance with the ritual
trendier crowd.
and ideals that they swore an oath to follow.
''The real danger is when this kind of situation spills
It says a great deal for the character ofUCF that
administrators were willing to tackle a difficult off-cam- out of the parking garages, and students find that there
aren't enough spaces in the courses essential to their
pus situation.
- BOOTS ON THE GROUND graduation."
Absolutely! This happened with me and every other
I'm not sure you can even make the joke of "CalBoots on the Ground, you say that ''.All the members Sociology major this semester. The university seems to
abrese
for Reisman''.
be
blind
to
the
problem,
as
there
is
only
ONE
core
class
had to do was to act in accordance with the ritual and
There is no doubt that w e have had a stagnant
offered PER semester, usually seating 40 students. So
ideals that they swore an oath to follow." Just because
offense so I hope this guy works out
wait, 40 students can fill their requirements? That is
they're found "in violation" doesn't mean that they
What ever happened to "Get UCF into the Big East"
unacceptable
at
ANY
college,
especially
one
begging
to
act1lally did, in reality, commit a violation. And you're
talk?
be considered golden.
right that the courts have said that the ~ersi~ can
- UCFPHAN
- PERPETUAL SOCIOLOGY MAJOR
establish their own procedures for handling nnsbehav-

New lots help ease parking woes

Beta to remain on suspension
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How much growth can UCF handle?

Taaffe's tough task: bring life to
offense
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Night of Joy will rock Disney's Hollywood Studios™! See P.O.0., Flyleaf and a chart-topping lineup of powerful
Christian artists live in concert! 'Plus, enjoy thrilling Disney's Hollywood Studios™ attractions such as Rock 'n'
Roller Coaster® Starring Aerosmith, The Twilight Zone® Tower of Terror, The American Idol Experience and morel

•

OF ClAY . SKILLET FAMILY FORCE 5
MERCYME. FLYLEAF JARS osH WILSON ABANDON
GRITS MANOISA .. REVIVE J
ABOVE THE GOLDEN STATE

CHRISTOMUN P.OO NE
LEELAND SUPERcHicK ~ssovs KUTLEss NEEDTOBREATHE
ABOVE THE GOLDEN STATE~~~!~~ BATTISTELLI JOSH WILSON
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IMMERSE

OMA'S MUSIC TRAINING EXPERIINCI

o ! Visit nightofjoygroups.com/bookstore
or call 1·866-782-7491 !
•

Entertainment is subject to change without notice. Admission to this event required a separate ticket. *Special group pricihg is only valid ij purchased by September 10, 2009 and at
nightofjoygroups.com/bookstore. One free ticket is provided for every ten tickets purchased. The Twilight Zone111 is a registered trademark of CBS, Inc. and Is used with permission
pursuant to a license from CBS, Inc. American Idol® is a registered trademark of 19 TV Ltd. and FremantleMedia North America, Inc. Tickets valid only during specKic dates and hours.
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Calabrese keeps head held high despite rough first season
WILLIAM PERRY
Sports Editor

Rob Calabrese isn't one
to hang his head.
Even through all the difficulties he encountered
while quarterbacking the
Knights and the nation's
lowest ranked offense last
season, he proceeded to
keep his head up.
He never let anything
affect him. He knew he had
to be a leader and continue
to move forward
"It was tough and hard
at times, but you can't let it
get to you," Calabrese said.
Calabrese had never
struggled much while
playing football and had
always endured his fair
share of success.
At East Islip High
School in Long Island, NY.,
he helped lead his team to
a perfect season in his senior year, capped by a win at
the Long Island Championship, an experience he
got to share with players
he had played with his
whole life.
While at East Islip Calabrese broke a number of
school records - ones
with very high company.
He surpassed former
NFL star Boomer Esiason
in career passing yards
(3,992) and touchdowns
(34).

Esiason, a former NFL
MVP and four-time ProBowl selection, was someone Calabrese looked up to
and aspired to be.
The two have even had
the chance to meet several
times.
Calabrese, donned in
New York Jets gear and
Esiason's No. 7 jersey, met
his idol for the first time
when he was about 7 years
old at a high school game
in his hometown. Esiason
signed Calabrese's jersey
and took a minute to pose
for a picture.
At an all-star banquet

Calabrese attended while
in high school, the two met
again. But it wasn't until
after a difficult loss midway through last season
that Calabrese would get
some words of encouragement he hadn't expected to
hear.
As a freshman in 2008,
Calabrese came to UCF
with high expectations for
himself. On Sept. 20, just
three games into the season, he got his first opportunity to show what he was
made of.
The Knights were trailing only 3-0 against Boston
College near the end of the
second quarter but had not
been able to get anything
going with junior Michael
Greco struggling at quarterback.
With hopes of providing some sort of spark Calabrese was put in to spell
Greco. Calabrese went
three and out and was
replaced by Greco on the
next possession.
The two shared snaps
under center through the
remainder of the game, but
the struggles persisted.
Calabrese and Greco
totaled four interceptions,
while completing just 16 of
32 passes as UCF lost to
Boston College *'7.
The Knights were
plagued by offensive inefficiency the rest of the season and went on to lose six
of their last nine games to
end with a 4-8 record.
Calabrese, who started
each of those final nine
games, faced question after
question on all the losses
and said he got a little frustrated with all the negative
comments at times.
After one of the losses,
it was an e-mail he
received from Esiason that
helped get him back in the
right frame of mind
"He told me to keep
progressing and keep
working hard. There's

Quarterback Rob Calabrese is improved and poised to rebound for a more successful sophomore campaign.

going to be tough times but
just keep doing the little
things and you'll get there,"
Calabrese said
Now a sophomore, Calabrese is determined to
move forward with his
head held high.
He isn't thinking about
what the offense wasn't
able to do last year. He
said he has put that all
behind him and has taken
it all in stride.
"Last year was a great
learning experience,'' he
said. "It was kind of tough
but I learned a lot."
Calabrese used the offseason to make vast
improvements in his game,
making certain to put in
the extra work to ensure he
would be a better player
this upcoming season.
He's watched loads of

game film to learn from his
mistakes in hopes of limiting similar ones in the
future in addition to
spending countless hours
in the weight room working toward improving his
overall strength.
"He's like a gym rat,"
UCF head coach George
O'Leary said "He's always
around the office and in
the film room but you love
those guys because you
can't give them enough
knowledge."
Calabrese has the raw
skills in his repertoire.
He has knowledge of
the game. He has the big
arm that allows him to
heave deep balls down
field and he has the versatility to use his legs when
needed
But those weren't the

problems with his game.
Calabrese
struggled
with game-to-game consistency and decision making
last season, as many freshmen do. He was essentially
shouldering much of the
blame for the team's poor
offense, but O'Leary said
that wasn't all his fault.
"I think you can get
away with a freshman as a
quarterback with a great
surrounding cast with him
and he didn't have that,"
O'Leary said. "He had a lot
of youth with him and
sometimes I think he took
a lot of blame for things."
The Knights were also
without several key offensive players throughout
last year, making matters
all the more difficult for
Calabrese.
Redshirt senior wide

receiver Rocky Ross, who
led the team in receptions
and yards in 2007, missed
the remainder of 2008
after a collarbone injury in
week four.
Junior wide receiver
Kamar Aiken, ranked second behind Ross in receptions and yards the season
before as a freshman in
2007, missed the first three
games of last season and
took some time to get back
to speed
Also missing time were
senior tight end Corey
Rabazinski and sophomore wide receiver A.J.
Guyton.
"It's good to have everybody back,'' Calabrese said
"That really helps us and
me a lot."
Throughout preseason
camp, Calabrese has
improved
extensively,
including with his consistency that he struggled
with so much before, new
offensive
coordinator
Charlie Taaffe said
Taaffe sees no reason
why Calabrese can't be a
top notch quarterback.
"I think the experiences
Calabrese gained being in
the fire a year ago will
serve him well this year,''
Taaffe said. "He's been
there before now. He's not
going to trot out onto the
field for the first time in
the opening game."
With everything in
place Calabrese is excited
and optimistic about this
season and is poised to
bounce back with a strong
sophomore campaign.
"I expect us to be a lot
better, be really competitive and be an offense that
has a lot of weapons and
utilizes them and makes
plays and scores points,"
Taaffe said. "What that
equates to, I don't worry
about rankings and all that
stuff. The only thing that I
care about is winning.
That's all that matters."
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EVERYTHING*
FHDM NOON TIL 10f'M EVE
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1£81 Everything means Bottle Beer, Grey Goose, Patron, Jager Everythin 11

•

Monday- Live Trivia
Tuesday - Karaoke Bingo
Wednesday- Open Mic
Thursday -00\.l.EliE M\6\11 w/ DJ's & $1 Drafts
Friday - Utunes Byo-lPod
4034 N. Goldenrod Rd.
Saturday - Themed Parties
Winter Park, FL 32792
(Corner of University & Goldenrod
Sunday- NFL Sunday Ticket
in ,th&the Wachovia Plaza)

407-857-2317

.

Paddy-McGees.com

•

www.MySpace.com/PaddyMcGeesBar
www.FaceBook.com/Padd cGeesWinterPark
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Crispy Buffalo Chicken Petite Salad
Ham 'n Swiss Wheatberry sandwich
Chipotle Chicken Salad Sandwich
Turkey BLT Petite Salad

..

Chipotle Chicken Salad

Bring in this ad to receive your
10% Discount Key Tag:

•

•

*Quantities limited.
For a limited time only at participating restaurants. Printed in the U.S.A.© 2009 Perkins & Marie Callender's Inc.

Orlando• 11662 University Blvd.• 407-384-3383
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ONLY $3.99

SAVE $5.00

Magnificent Seven® Breakfast*

$5.00 Off Any Dine-In Purchase
of $25.00 or More

1\vo farm-fresh eggs, two ;'trips of bacon or sausage
links, and three of our secret recipe buttermilk
pancakes. It all adds up to the Magnificent Seven~
breakfast.
•Available Monday-Friday.
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. From offense to defense, a total look at the 2009 Knights
R\'AN BASS

between him and his back- prospect on the roster,
ups. Harvey played in 10 Kamar Aiken, also returns
games last season and split in the receiving game after
Quarterbacks
carries with Latavious a foot injury last season.
Considering
UCF's Murray
and
Ronnie AJ. Guyton, who tore an
starting quarterback from Weaver, but stood out ACL before last season,
last season - Michael among the pack. He and Jamar Newsome, who
Greco - switched to safety, rushed for a total of 564 averaged 20 yards per
the Knights are hoping the yards on 125 carries, catch las~ year, will also be
season opening starter this including 3ll yards through factors. The lone loss for
year can help improve an his final three games ofthe the Knights entering the
offense that ranked dead season.
Head
coach year is Khymest Williams,
last in total yards in the George O'Leary limited who tore ligaments in his
Football Bowl Subdivision. Harvey's carries in pre sea- knee in preseason drills. ·
Enter: Rob Calabrese. The son scrimmages because
Sophomore
Adam
sophomore quarterback he knows the kind of talent Nissley will fill in as the
comes into the preseason he brings to the table.
starting tight end
more confident and skilled
Ronnie Weaver, who
then he did entering 2008. opened last season as the Offensive line
After starting nine games - Knights No. 1 back, enters
In what was primarily a
last season, passing for 664 this year as a solid compli- · youthful grouping from
yards, seven touchdowns ment to Harvey. He solidi- last season, the offensive
and five interceptions. Cal- fied his spot as the backup line boosts a mix of veterabrese appears more con- with a strong end to camp. ans and young players.
fident a.t).d has had more Also be on the lookout for The Knights lost the corcommand in the huddle James Poe, Brandon Davis nerstone of their offensive
through preseason camp and freshman Jonathan line after last season with
then he did in his freshman Davis to receive some Pat Brown graduating and
season.
snaps in the backfield
moving ori to the NFL. It
The challenge to CalFjlling in at the fullback will take a combined effort
abrese will be fifth-year position for the Knights to replace the four-year
senior transfer quarter- should be 6-foot-3 senior starter.
back, Brett Hodges, who Corey Rabazinski, who
Nick Pieschel, Abre
joined the Knights in the cauglit nine balls in just six Leggins, Ian Bustillo,
summer after playing with games last year for UCF. Steven ''Moose" Robinson
,Wake Forest last season. Freshman Billy Giovanetti and Jah Reid are all suited
· Hodges, a native ofWmter has impressed in camp and from left to right on the
Springs, was a very highly will also get some time on offensive line. Reid enters
recruited quarterback out the field
as the most talented
of high school but never
among the group with
really found his groove in Receivers
Bustillo providing the senthe ACC. He has passed for
Injury riddled in 2008, ior leadership. Keep an eye
just 402 yards and one the UCF receiving corps is on · redshirt freshman
touchdown in his career.
one of the deepest posi- Robinson, who has been
Behind Hodges you will tions on the field for the challenged by senior Cliff
find Joe Weatherford, who Knights entering the sea- McCray for the right guard
has thrown for 160 career son. The staff is led by spot, but if he can keep his
yards, two transfer quar- fifth-year senior Rocky position he should be a
terbacks who are ineligible Ross, who returns after huge contributor to the
lit
due to NCAA rules - L.D. breaking his collar bone offense.
Crow and Brian Taaff~ - last seas01;1 in week four.
and a freshman who is Ross caught 50 balls in Defensive line
• most likely going to red- 2007 for 658 yards, which
The Knights bread and
shirt in Nico Flores.
led the team.
butter will come from the
Opposite Ross will be front seven defensive
Running backs
last year's surprise player, starters. The line is
This is one of the only Brian Watters, who was anchored by the Knights'
no-brainer positions on one of the lone bright star player, senior Torrell
offense. Sophomore Brynn spots on the offense with Troupe, who had 52 total
Harvey will be the first 594 receiving yards and tackles and 12.5 tackles for
• string running back for three
touchdowns . loss last season. Troupe
UCF with a large gap Arguably the best athletic will be the centerpiece of
Sports Editor

•

.

.

..

the defense, with numerous NFL scouts already
out in preseason camps to
check out the 315 pound
nose tackle.
He will be assisted by
senior Travis Timmons
and defensive ends Bruce
Miller and David Williams.
Miller registered 52 tackles
last season through 12
games and led the team
with 17 tackles for loss, so
watch for him to be a presence in the opponents'
backfield. Backup Jarvis
Geathers also impressed in
situatiol1$ last season so
look for him to get some
continued reps as well.

Linebackers
The linebacker threesome of Jordan Richards,
Lawrence Young and
Corey Hogue return this
season as the starters and
they are healthy entering
the year. Young was second on the team with 72
tackles last season, but ·
UCF relied on its backup
linebackers to cqntribute.
This season, the Knights
welcome back Richards
and Hogue, who played a
combined seven games in
2008.
The Knights lost a big
part of their second team
in preseason, with Chance
Henderson suffering a
knee injury that will keep
him out for the season, but
Alex Thomson returns
looking better than ever
coming off a strong summer.

linebacker to safety, his naturitl position. Hallman will
start the year as the most
experienced and talented
player in the defensive backfield, finishing with 57 tackles from last season.
'fhe rest of the secondaty,
especially at the two comer
positions, is filled with inexperience. Justin Boddie and
Darin Baldwin recorded 22
combined tackles last season,
but are getting their first
looks at starting. Reggie
Weams will take over at the
other safety spot alongside

Hallman.
Emery Allen also returns
to the secondary for the
Knights after nursing an
injury in the preseason.
O'Leary did note that
there is still a chance that
some younger players could
sneak into the starting spots,
· including freshman A.J.
Bouye and highly-touted
recruit Josh Robinson. Freshman Kemal Ishmael pas also
impressed coaches in the
summer with his eagerness
to learn and playmaking ability. Also, don't forget about

Secondary
The secondary consisting of Joe Burnett, Sha'reef
Rashad, Jason Venson and
Johnell Neal all dominated
for the Knights the past
couple of s~asons, but
entering 2009, none of
those names are on the
roster anymore. That fact
left O'Leary to make the
change of moving Derrick
Hallman from outside

Michael Greco, who made
the switch to the position in
the offseascm and has transitioned really nicely to the
defense.

Special Teams
As far as the kicking game
is concerned, O'Leary has
two kickers he feels he can
depend on. Sophomore Nick
Cattoi is the most experienced of the two, but freshman Jamie Boyle has shown
signs of a really strong leg in
practice.
Blake Clingan, who punted a program record 88
times in 2008, will again
resume the role as the
Knights' punter. He averaged over 40 yards per punt
last season.
The return game took a
hit when Williams went out
before the season, but keep a
lookout for freshman Josh
Robinson, who has reminded
many coaches of former
Knight and current Pittsburg
Steelers returner, Joe Burnett. Baldwin and Ross could
also see time returning kicks
in 2009.

Hookah Dfeains
The only "hookah smoking tables" in Orlando

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
FREE Beer after 9PM Mon.,Thurs

407-822-1700
• Over 60 Flavors of
Starbuzz Tobacco
• Hundreds of Flavors
of Tobacco to purchase
w.myspace.com/hookahdreams

6325 N. Orange Blossom Tr.
Suite 107
Orlando, FL 32810
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SEPTEMBER 9, 2009 4:30 P.M. - 7:30 ~.M .
STUDENT UNION, PEGASUS BALLROOM

building
opportunit ies

•

www.uraduate.ucf.edu/gradfair
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A_yard-by~
. Coming.
Piratesiare
back t
1he Scoop: The Knights will kick off onship
the
the 2009 reason hosting
' .
the Samford Bulldogs. It
th
~.e : ' e e ~
.e•
..
two _teams;..~-~
• ·
o• I
.......~6lding a -,~ all-,"tiIIle
record, including a 52-7
' win back on Oct.11; 1997.
• The Bulldogs-. completed 2008 with a
record of &5_and capµu:ed their first winning seasol(s,ip.ce 2003. UCF is &l all-time
at home~ Samford,;

UCF vs. Samford. Sept, 5, 2009. 7:30 p.m.
Bright House Networks Stadium
,

· ~etg

Players t d ~ RB .Chris·Evans, MLB
Bryce Smiili

'

UCF vs.Southern Miss.Sept 12, 2009. 7 p.m.
Hattiesburg, Miss.
The Scoop: The Eagles finished the season with a 7-6 record
last sea.son after winning t:heir last f i v e @
games · iri a row. They
wo.n their last meeting .
.~
-UCF, 17-6, back
on Nov. 8, 2008. UCF is
1-3 all-time against the
Eagles, with their last victory coming in
2007 by a score of 34-17. This will be the
toughest test early for the Knights to see if
they can defeat what should be a challenging team in Conference USA in 2009.
'

Players to watch: RB Damion Fletcher

UCF vs. Buffalo. Sept: 19. 7:30 p.m.
Bright House Networks Stadium
The Scoop: Buffalo
comes into the 2009 season ready to surprise
again after a successful
2008 campaign that
included knocking off'4'1,&.;""-i~I"'..,
No.12 Ball State on Dec.
5, en route to an 8-6
record. They won the Mid Atlantic
Conference title last season and went to a
bowl game for the first time since 1958.
The game on Sept. 19 will honor the 1958
Buffalo squad for their courageous acts
against racism during that season. The
:Knights hold a 5-1 advantage in the series
against the Bulls, but Buffalo did win the
last meeting 48-20 on Oct. 2, 2004.

Players to watch: RB James Starks, WR
Naaman Roosevelt

UCF vs. East Carolina. Sept. 26, 2009. 3:30 p.m.
Greenville, N.C.
1he Scoop: The Pirates are coming off
a 9-5 season in 2008 in which they captured the Conference USA Championship.

.,

[J&[@ @fu) @[¥~
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•
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your ·next purchase of
$50 or more .
This coupon cannot be combined with any other offer.
Must be presented at time of purchase.
(Offer expires 10/15/09. )

Buy with Vs. Sell with Vs .

SAVE WITH US!
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ard look at the 2009 schedule

:twatcb!.QJ3 Patrick Pinlmey

1•

.Oct.3,2009.3:30p.m'.
fiOrks Stadium

CFf ARCHIVE / CENTRALflORIDA RJTURE

UAB quarterback Joe Webb is one of 11 offensive starters that will return for the much improved Blazers in 2009.The Knights dose out the season facing Webb's team on Nov. 28.

ct.17, 2009. 7:30 p.m.
ms Stadium
!Ii

UCF's game v.s. in-state foe
the fourth home game

f'1°St six
should

~~o:

J.· .·-

match up

'canes. It

e second

, tory the
laf Miami and the first time
the first meeting back on
· · inched out a 20-14 vie.le Stadium. In that game,
w for a total of 74 yards. The
ter 2009 after compiling one
·ting cl&sses in the nation
"6teason.
Aldarius

recent history in 2009, winning their final
seven games en route to a 10-3 record and
a win in the Texas Bowl over Western
Michigan. The Owls averaged 413 points
per game last season. They enter 2009 trying to replace quarterback Chase Clement,
who passed for 4,119 yards and 44 1D last
season and also rushed for 12 touchdowns
and 942 yards.

Players to watch:.Andrew Sendejo

UCF vs. Marshall. Nov.1, 2009. 8:15 p.m.
Bright House Networks Stadium
The Scoop: Marshall is coming off a 48 season in which the Herd lost seven of
their last eight games. They welcome back
numerous key players
to their offense in 2009,
including talented running back Darius
Marshall, who rushed
1,095 yards last season. '
UCF won 30-14 in a
game on Nov. 15 against
<tJ
the Herd last ~ar. UCF holds a 4-3 a11:.time
advantage in the series.

Players to watch: TE Cody Slate, RB
Darius Marshall

UCF vs. Texas. Nov. 11, 2009.TBA.
Austin
The Scoop: This will be the marquee
match up of the season for the Knights.

The Scoop: After
winning just two games
last season, the Green
Wave are hoping to
improve on an offense
that averaged just 16.7
points per game last
season. 'Il:ying to help
improve on that total will be QJ3 Kevin
Moore and RB Andre Anderson, who will
both try to stay on the field after a rash of
injuries hit the team in 2008.

Players to watch: QJ3 Colt McCoy, LB

Players to watch: WR Jeremy Williams

u· ·p
. y

Roddrick Muckelroy ·

UCF vs.UAB.Nov.28,2009.1:30 p.m.
Binningham,Ala.

UCF vs. Houston. Nov.14, 2009. Noon.
Bright House Networks Stadium
The Scoop: Houston
heads into 2009 with a
solid offense consisting
of QB Case Keenum,
who "passed for 5,020
yards with 44 1D pass- lj
es. He led the Cougars
Ill• ~
to an 8-5 record and a
win in the Bell Helicopter Armed Forces
Bowl over Air Force.
UCF is 1-1 all-time against the Cougars
with a 51-31 loss in their last game on Oct.
28,2006.
'

t

Players to wat.cb: QJ3 Case Keenum

~

,.

UCFvs.Tulane.Nov.21,2009.2 p.m.
Bright House Networks Stadium

UCF last faced Texas
back on Sept 15, 2007
when they opened
Bright House Networks
·
Stadium. In that game,
the Knights nearly
pulled off the upset victory, but came up short by the score of3532. Texas comes into 2009 a favorite to win
the National Championship after compiling a 12-1 record and a win in the ,Tostitos.
Fiesta Bowl over Ohio ·s tate, 24-21 Texas
welcomes back quarterback Colt McCoy
for his senior season after throwing for
3,859 yards and 34 lD last season.

•

The Scoop: 2009 will mark the second
consecutive season
the Knights will close
out the season facing
the Blazers. Last year,
UCF ended the season on a sour note by
getting shut out 15-0.
They will hope to
redeem themselves this year as UAB is
coming off a 4-8 season. All 11 UAB starters
on the offense return, including QJ3 Joe
Webb, who tossed for 122 yards in the
game against UCF last season.

Player to watch: QJ3 Joe Webb
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Flexible Learning Online Courses
can help you stay on track and let you work at your own pace•

407 •704-8911
6367 East Colonial Drive
5001 Sand Lake Rd
2150 W. Colonial Dr.

www.dealerdirecttrans.com
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AMH2010 - United States To 1877 ·
AMH 2020 - United States Since 1877
•
AML 2070 - Survey Of American Lit.
•
AML 3124 - American Fiction: 1900-WWII
•
ANT 241O- Cultural Anthropology
•
ARH 2000 - Art Appreciation
· ,
CCJ 3200 - The Courts
DEP3053 - Developmental Psychology
,
EDF 3604 - Social Foundations Of Education
•
EDG 2701 -Teaching Diverse Populations
,
ENC 1101 - Intro To College Writing
•
ENC 1102 - Arg umerit & Persuasion
•
ENC2210- Technical Writing

Talk to your advisor or visit our website for more information!

fwww.Flexible..dce.ufl.edu }
,·

'

•

ENC3250 - Professional Communication
ENC 3310 - Advanced Exposition
HUN 2201 - Fundamentals of Nutrition
INP 4004 - Industrial Psychology
ISS 2160 - Cultural Diversity in the U.S.
LAH 2020 - Intro To Latin American History
MAC1105 - Basic College Algebra
MAC1147- Precalculus: Algebra &Trig.
MGF 1106 - Math for Liberal Arts I
MGF 1107 - Math for Liberal ArtsII
. PAD 3003 - Public Admin. in American Soc.
SLS1501 - College Success
SOP4004 - Social Psychology
SPN 1130 -Beginning Spanish 1
SPN 11 31 - Beginning Spanish 2
STA 2023 - Cultural Anthropology
And many more!

UFIFloRIDA

_·

800.327.4218

I learn@dce.uff.edu

We know how to take care DI our customers. Give us acall for your
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GRAND OPENING 3RD LOCATION
2150 W. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32804 •
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Nall sacks cancer, returns for Knights in 2009
of a baseball in his lung. It
was found to be cancerous.
"I never did like the trainParked between team- ing room, but that morning I
mates past the south end just kept feeling chest pains
zone of the Nicholson Field and I was like, I'm just going
House, Darius Nall is right to sleep it out, it's probably a
where he wants to be. Sur- heart burn or whatever," said
rounded by some of his fel- Nall. "Then when I took
low defensive colleagues, deep breaths, it started hurtthe redshirt sophomore line- ing - like a sharp pain in my
backer is cracking jokes and chest - so I decided I had to
sharing a few laughs, some- go to the training room."
thing he likes to do regularly
"The pain_ went away in
when on the football field.
three days," Nall said "But
He cracks a smile. It's one we kept going through tests
of those jovial, ear-to-·e ar to make sure what it was and
grins that only Nall himself they found out ·what it
is known for. It's a smile that, was...but when that test expecting that. I was like,
for almost the last year, was came in saying that I had a what did I do to deserve
non-existent in his life.
mass in my chest...it was a this?
After a successful fresh- shock."
"I cried a little bit, but
man season in 2007, Nall
"There- were a lot of then I called my mom and ·
began to feel pain in his shocks. It was like [one told her and she [told me]
chest in June. Be then went shock after the other], until to let God take over.''
to see head trainer Mary that big word came out Nall's mother, Wanda
Vander Heiden, where they cancer."
Willis, works in a hospital.
began running numerous
The 20-year-old didn't She's been around and
tests to see what was wrong really know what to expect seen how cancer can
with him, including an elec- He wasn't really sure what to affect the lives of people.
trocardiogram, and different make of being diagnosed.
When Vander Heiden
stress tests, since the area
''When I first heard that phoned her about the size
was close to his'heart.
word I wasn't really like sure of her son's tumor, she
It was worse than that. [how to feel]," Nall said. "I couldn't believe it, but she
They then took Nall for an was kind oflike are they seri- swore to stay strong and
MRI, where it was found ous, because you ~e positive in front of her
that he had a tumor the size [young] and you're not son,
"I was at work when
they told me [about the
tumor]," Willis said. "I
really was speechless...so
the first thing I did was
get on the phone with my
husband and he was startled. Everybody was
shocked and I tried to stay
together with it, but I
couldn't really believe it at
first."
After he began taking
more tests and eventually·
flying out to his hometown near Atlanta, Ga.,
Nall began realizing how
serious it was. He saw
what he loved so much - .
the game of football - slipping out of his grasp.
Death eventually surfaced
in his thoughts.
"The first thing [that
ran through my mind]
was am I going to be able
to play this year," Nall
said. "Then it was the
point of mayb~ dying
came into my head. I just
{.iri ft; rk
uwt>tt
ftJwtr)
stuck with it.
"I was so scared
though, I am not going to
lie.''
His mother, on the
other hand, always knew
her son would be okay.
She knew it wasn't Nall's
time to pass away.
"I will tell you the
truth, no. I really didn't
think like that," Willis
said "I stayed pos_itive and
I kept my son positive.
"I did not think like
that, period.. .! just said
well it's God's will and if
it's meant for Darius to be
here and do God's work,
he will be here.''
RYAN BASS

Contributing Writer

No secondary option

by William Perry
Heading into the 2009
season, UCF is left to replace
its entire starting secondary
from last year.

C-USA team previews

by Padrick Brewer
Ateam by team breakdown
inducting players to watch
and what to expect from the
east and west divisions of
Conference USA.

Brynn leads back pack

by Allen Levin
After ayear of competition ·
and hard work, Brynn
Harvey has emerged as the
Knight's starting tailback,
after alate season push in
which he tallied 311 yards
over the season~ final three
games.

The University Writing Center is the perfect
pla~e for writers to CONSTRUCT their work.

Our services are free and available to
all students-grads and undergrads.-*
www.uwc.cah.ucf.edu
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Linebacker
Darius Nall went
through four
surgeries and
months ofrehab
to defeat cancer.
"It was like [one
shock after the
other], until the
big word came
out...cancer."
COURTESY
UCFSPORTS.COM

Now back at home, it
was the time for Nall to go
through surgery. That
included numerous doctors' visits to examine the ·
tum.or and eventually
remove it. About four surgeries later, the cancer
was finally removed, but
so was Nall's infectious
smile. The stress and pain
from the process was
finally starting to get to
him.
"I think I had like four
surgeries and each of
them was the same
process," he said. "The
last one I had, which was
the one to really take [the
cancer out], after I woke
up I was in so much pain .
I didn't want to be around
anyone."
Nall got continuous
support from . his loved
ones. From family members all the way to head
football coach George
O'Leary; the support and
encouragement was endless.
'MI kept saying is hey,
just right now keep your
head up, we are getting
the best treatment that we
cangetyou,"O'Learysaid
·~t times he got down in
the dumps in what he had
to go through, and we just
kept his spirits up." · --=
The surgeries were
over. Now came the healing. Nall spent weeks in
rehabilitation, including
being put on an oxygen
tank to help his breathing.
He began walking on a
treadmill, trying to regain
his
strength
and
endurance. After three
weeks of being provided
oxygen everywhere he
went, Nall decided he didn't need the help any
longer.
"He was breathing on
the oxygen tank for a couple of weeks," Willis said
"They told us that wherever we go to take it with
us, so I made sure he
always had it. Then one
day he came downstairs
and I was like oh my
goodness, because it
scared me [when I didn't
see it].
"I asked him where the

oxygen tank was and he
told me he didn't need it."
Now off the oxygen, it
was time for Nall to get
back to his other family his teammates. His mother thought the kind of
healing he needed was
being back with his team
and stepping back onto
the-football field He took
a plane back to his second
home in ·orlando.
"I figured that was the
best kind of healing medicine that he could get by
being around his peers,"
Willis said "I thought that
would help him heal
quicker as opposed to
being home and constantly thinking about it."
His teammates and
O'Leary were so happy to
welcome him back to his
Orlando family, but they
had to be slow with him.
Nall was so excited to be
back. He couldn't wait to
put on a set of pads.
"He was one, when he
came back, that he was so
anxious to play and he
wasn't ready to play yet
and we knew that,"
O'Leary said. "I was just
so happy that he came
back clean and basically
everything has worked
out well for him because
h~ is a guy that couldn't
wait to get back on the
field this year.''
Now, with the season
under a week away, Nall is
back on the field. Most
importantly, his fun-loving personality and cheerful smile is wearing a
black and gold uniform
again. After a long ·and
tedious road to beating
cancer, Nall's mother is
just happy to see a smile
back on her son's face.
"Let me tell you, it
makes me happy [to see
him smile]," Willis said.
"Darius is a very playful,
outgoing kind of kid During the [surgery] times, he
was trying to be okay but
'he was quiet, but once he
was able to get back on
that football field and play
he talked more.''
"That smile and those
teeth, he showed all of
them practically.''
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University Of Central Florida

Office of Student Conduct
2008-2009 Academic Year Statistics
Below are the Office of Student
Conduct 2008-2009 Academic Year
Statistics. For more detailed ·
statistical information, please visit
www.osc.sdes.ucf.edu
I
,'
-------------,-'

I Total Incident Renorts received: 1070

I

Referral Sources:
-Residence Life: 270
-Faculty: 197
.- UCF Police Department: 282
-ABT (Alcohol Beverages & Tobacco): 67
-Orange County Sheriff's Office: 14
-Seminole County Sheriff's Office: 10
-Recreation and Wellness·Center: 3
-Fraternity and Sorority Life: 1
-Computer Services: 3
-Student(s): 15
-Other (i.e. staff, off-campus apartments,
non-students, other law enforcement
agencies): 208
Types of Hearings:
-Formal Hearings: 2 78
-Informal Hearings: 498
-Interim Suspension Hearings (potential
threat to UCF community): 24

Violations:
-Alcohol: 466
-Disruptive Conduct: 226
-Academic Misconduct: 136
-Drugs: 86
-Larceny/Property Damage: 73
-False and Misleading Information: 71
-Harmful Behavior: 68
-DUI: 32
-Unauthorized Use of Keys/Entry: 29
-Alcohol Transports: 20
-Sexual Misconduct: 9
-Possession/Use of Firearm/Dangerous
Material: 6
Incident Locations:
-Residence Halls: 345
-On Campus (no71 housing): 497
-Off Campus: 166
' -Greek Housing: 3
Class Standing:
-First Time in College (FTIC): 421
-Sophomore: 229
-lpnior: 167
-Senior: 177
, -Graduate: 31

Miscellaneous:
-Admission Clearances: 1408
-Repeat Offenders: 85
-Appeals: 52
·-Disciplinary s'anction Reviews: 15

(
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Sanctions·Imposed:
-Disciplinary Warning: 44
-Disciplinary Probation: 576
-Disciplinary Suspension: 98
-Disciplinary Expulsion: 6
-Alcohol/Drug Education: 382
-Ethics Seminar: 116 ,
-Decision Making Seminar: 112
-Meeting with UCFPD: 15
-Meeting with Office of Student
Involvement: 51
-Community Service: 33
-Restitution: 12
-Reflection/Research Paper or
Presentation: 609
-Other Educational Sanctions: 248
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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No purchase necessary. One entry per household. Odds of winning depend upon the
number of entries received. See Financial Center for complete contest rules and details.
Fifth Third Bank, Member FDIC.
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Are vou read1 tor game da1P
The UCF Bookstore has the lARGEST selection
of UCF merchandise in the world!
Get evervthinu vou need for game dav online, in our stores, and at the stadium.
nvo Store Locations:
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UCF Bookstore

Barnes & Noble @ UCF

(401) 823-2665

(40D 882-0364

John T. Washington Center

Located next to UCF Arena
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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